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Executive Summary

Executive Summary

Our Understanding
The DOD is at the cusp of transformation, with aspirations to
modernise and transform with an important mandate of
ensuring a secure South Africa, whilst simultaneously
supporting the African Union (AU) and United Nations (UN)
missions. In considering the 2013 defence review, significant
opportunities exist to further drive efficiencies and success for
the DOD, and SAP and Matsei are committed to partnering with
the DOD to deliver cross-cutting value in accordance with
requirements:
• Defence specific operating models
• Enable services and divisions-specific requirements
• Provide cross-functional integration
• Support modular and dynamic organisational configurations
• Enable industry collaboration
• Support modern asset lifecycle support concepts
• Provide statutory compliance to general governmental
legislation
• Provide seamless extensibility into areas such as the health
and facilities management domains
• Support veterans administration
• Support various military operational deployment scenarios
• Provide a secure and robust technology platform

The SAP Solution
We believe that SAP and Matsei can play an important role in
helping the DOD transform its business and deliver against its
critical mandates.
The SAP-proposed enterprise business platform enables:
• Quick business wins for the DOD
• Native integration across DOD applications
• Potential for reduced TCO
• Volume and functional scalability
• Enhancing DOD’s people
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Business Benefits
The potential business benefits of moving to the SAP enterprise
business platform include the potential for more efficient and
streamlined operations, more enabled and focused human
resources, more controlled and streamlined facilities and asset
management, greater efficiencies in procurement and supply
chain management, and leading practise enterprise information
technology and information management.

Why SAP?
SAP can support the DOD in achieving the aforementioned
benefits – SAP involvement with 300 + leading defence
organisations is testament to our capability and experience.
• SAP’s platform is functionally rich and comprehensive –
force structuring, monitoring readiness, fight operations, and
interoperability between forces and integration
with C2 systems
• The SAP core is reinforced with integrated and robust
business solutions – supply chain, procurement (with
foreign military sales), asset management, human resources
and payroll, financial management,
and case management
• SAP is a leader in enterprise application software for defence
organisations, delivering transformation
without disruption
• SAP’s portfolio is leading the way in innovation
technology, spanning mobile, analytics, Big Data,
and cloud
SAP and Matsei will assist the DOD to ensure that the
transformation follows a value-focused approach and that new
innovative capabilities deliver immediate business value,
ongoing simplification, and TCO reduction.

Our Understanding

The “state of play” for defence organizations in Africa is changing
fundamentally, with developed countries cutting their spend in a
tough economic climate and developing countries spending more
on defence amidst the international drive for the continent’s
natural resources.
Prevalent DOD challenges include:

1

Maintaining the mandated operational capabilities and
readiness levels within conservative budgetary provisions

2

Delivering against the projected operational profile
as anticipated within the Strategic Defence Review 2013

3

Transforming the DOD HR profile to ensure an effective
defence force - skills, numbers, time and place

In enabling the DOD to address these challenges, the effective
implementation of an integrated defence enterprise information system
(IDEIS) is of indispensable necessity.
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Our Understanding

Drivers for Change

The global political, economical, and social environments are ever more complex and challenging.
The DOD’s vision is to deliver “effective defence for a democratic South Africa,” and in doing so, must
consider a number of fluid political, economic, and social factors. Careful consideration of each of these
factors and appropriate actions to overcome the challenges associated with them will position the DOD
for success in its aspirations and vision.
Changing Mission
Landscapes
The Strategic Defence Review (2013)
anticipates substantially up-scaled and more
diverse operational profiles. Integrated and
concurrent preparation, mobilisation,
operation, and de-mobilisation are required to
support new peacekeeping and
security mandates.

Commercial Nature
of Missions
UN peacekeeping missions are executed
upon a reimbursable basis – such operations
must be managed as commercial programs,
thus requiring an integrated approach to
finances, HR, logistics, and operations.

Budget Cuts

Cost, Sophistication, and
Equipment Service Life

The prevailing financial climate has strained
government budgets. Reductions in
allocations are common across public
spending, with defence budgets being
constrained within a climate of raising
expectations for service delivery.

Pace of Change

Cost, sophistication, and long-service lives of
modern defence equipment necessitate crossindustry integration amongst the DOD,
procurement agencies, defence suppliers and
manufacturers. Cross-industry integration
enables modern equipment support approaches,
e.g., performance-based logistics.

General Government
Governance – Accounting

The potential for rapid change in “peace” and
diversity of operational environments is ever
evolving requiring modular and agile defence
capabilities, supported by dynamic and
deployable (including mobile) ICT platforms.

Defence organisations are compelled to
adhere to general governmental legislations
and policy and thus to integrate with
applicable government systems.

Data Consistency and
Information Sharing

Joint Operations

Human Resources

Master data management is the key
foundation for effective integration across
finance, HR, logistics, and operational
domains, to ensure the availability of
consistent management information for key
decision makers and command bodies.

Collaboration between Army, Air Force, Navy,
military health, and divisional support services
is a necessity – supporting systems and data
must work in unison to support
joint operations.

To address the unique defence HR lifecycle
requirements, newer strategies and enabling
technologies are required for HR planning,
recruitment, in-service lifecycle management
and post-service up-skilling and employment.
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“South Africa’s defence ambition is driven by its strategic posture, the role that it wishes to
play both regionally and continentally, and the consequent level of defence commitments
made – there must be either a greater budget allocation, or a significantly scaled-down level
of ambition and commitment. The reality will most probably lie somewhere in between.”
Defence Strategic Trajectory, Chapter 9

Our Understanding

SAP and Matsei Understand the Criteria for an Effective
Defence Enterprise Information System

Defence-specific operating models: Delivers force design, acquisition, mobilization, operations,
demobilisation and reconciliation functionality upon an integrated platform
Services and divisions-specific requirements: Provides for the unique requirements of land, air,
maritime, and military health services, as well as to the transversal divisional requirements
Cross-functional integration: Provides inherent integration across the HR, finance, logistics, and
operational domains
Modular and dynamic organisational configuration: Supports the definition of force structure
elements (FSE), including war and peacetime establishment levels. The concurrent and dynamic
structuring of FSEs into static force preparation or employment-specific structures must be enabled
Industry collaboration: Enables industry collaboration with regard to the design and production
of equipment
Lifecycle support: Enables industry collaboration over multiple organisations and equipment lifecycle
support concepts, e.g., performance-based logistics (PBL) and product lifecycle support (PLCS)
Statutory compliance: Complies with general government governance and appropriately interacts with
designated government systems
Extensibility: Provides integrated extensibility into auxiliary defence domains, e.g., health services,
training, and facilities management
Veterans administration: Provides extensibility into veterans enablement and administration (e.g.
skilling, ventures, and virtual job market)

Deployability: Support functionality across static, deployed, and mobile infrastructures

Secure and robust technology platform: Conforms to military grade requirements for security
and robustness
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The SAP Proposition

SAP Provides a Comprehensive and Integrated Defence
Specific Solution
SAP believes that technology is a key enabler for defence service delivery. It is important to consider a
comprehensive and scalable defence solution specifically to support defence-unique operating models.
The SAP defense force and public security (DFPS) component offers native integration across
functional domains, security, scalability and operational deployability to meet both force preparation
and force employment scenarios. The capabilities of the DFPS component are depicted in the diagram
below.
Military Planning
and Operations

Military Supply Chain

Maintenance
and Engineering

Force Generation

Defence Replenishment
and Planning

Defence Maintenance,
Repair, and Overhaul

Military Healthcare

Military Learning

Patient Administration

Student Lifecycle
Management
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Management
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Measurement and Tracking

Connected Care
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Performance Analytics

Referral Management

Human
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Core Human Resources
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Talent Management
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Finance
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Budget Planning

Public Sector
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Risk Mitigation

Enterprise Risk and
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Procurement

Strategic Sourcing and
Supplier Management
(On Premise)

Procure to Pay
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Regulated and Complex
Procurement
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Purchasing

Information
Technology

Application Lifecycle
Management

IT Infrastructure
Management

IT Portfolio and
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IT Service
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Real-Time
Enterprise
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Real-Time
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The SAP Proposition

Core Capabilities

Finance

Human Resources

Military Veterans

• General ledger and SCOA management

• Force elements/establishments
administration

• Member administration

• Creditor/expense management
• Debtor/revenue management

• Static force structure management

• Exit planning and management

• Cash/bank management

• Dynamic operational structures
management

• Skills development

• Long-term budgeting
• In-year budget management
• Asset accounting
• Payroll execution
• Special operational benefits and
allowances reimbursement

• Reserves administration
• Post/job descriptions
• Remuneration and benefits management
• HR planning
• Recruitment management

• Extended benefits administration support

• Internal/external training management
• Health management
• Commercial ventures identification and
development
• Enterprises and entrepreneurs
development

• Military project accounting (incl. acquisition • Career and succession management
programmes)
• Skills and training management

• Ventures administration support

• Operations accounting (incl. UN, AU ops)
• Phase-out/disposal accounting

• Employee movement (incl. operational
rotation)

• Virtual marketplace services and
administration

• Financial reports and statements

• Time and attendance

• Customer relationship management
support

• Disciplinary action
• Grievance management
• Health and safety administration
• Exit planning and administration
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• Social media integration

The SAP Proposition

Core Capabilities

Equipment

Commodities

Facilities

• Technical configuration management

• Supplier management

• Serialised equipment and rotables
management (assets)

• Inventory management

• Facilities register administration
(assets)

• Serialised equipment and rotables status
tracking

• Requirements prioritization/approvals

• Equipment utilisation planning
• Equipment maintenance and support
planning

• Demands and reservations management
• Material requirements planning (MRP)
• Procurement requirements planning
• Distribution planning

• Facilities configuration management
and statutory administration
• Tenancy planning and management
• Facilities status management
• Construction project delivery
management

• Operational and support POSTEDFIT
elements requirement planning

• Distribution management (incl. transport)
• Stock maintenance

• Facilities customer relationship
management (CRM)

• External support services planning and
management (e.g. Denel)

• Stock verification and discrepancy
management

• Facilities maintenance suppliers
management (incl. VETS interface)

• Support budgeting

• Stock accounting (assets)

• Equipment and rotables maintenance
execution management (first to fifth-line
maintenance)

• Mobile material management services

• Facilities maintenance requests
management

• Engineering change and modification
management
• FRACAS

• Specialist commodities and batch
management

• Facilities maintenance planning
• Facilities maintenance execution
management
• Facilities budgeting and accounting
• Facilities revenue management

• On-board systems interfaces
• Equipment and related services performance
management
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The SAP Proposition

Core Capabilities

Operations

Military Healthcare

Deep Maintenance and Industry

• Force preparation SLAs administration

• Patients and dependents administration

• Capability and readiness audits

• Electronic health record management

• Comprehensive specialist aerospace and
defence manufacturing suite

• Operations planning

• Medical infrastructure administration
(assets)

• Comprehensive aerospace and defence
MRO suite

• FSEs
• HR
• Materiel
• Supply lines
• Budgeting

• Specialist medical equipment
administration (assets)

General Transversal Integrated Services

• Medical staff and duty management

•

Defence and related suppliers master data
management (incl. NATO item identification)

• Pharmaceutics management

•

Procurement management

• General logistics management

•

Vehicle and transport management

• Special operational logistics management

•

Performance-based logistics management

• External medical services and interfaces
management

•

Transversal asset management

•

Geographic information systems and services

• Operational SLA and performance
management

• External, deployed, and inter-facility
mobile health services support

•

Enterprise content and electronic documentation
management

• Operations accounting and reimbursement
administration

• Online health services support

•

Business intelligence and performance reporting

• Statutory military HR health and safety
services support

•

Deployed and mobile technical platform services

•

Business process management and monitoring
services

•

Comprehensive security and access control
services

• Mobilisation management
• Operations support management
• Flight operations
• Mobile maritime support
• Transport
• General incidents management

• In-theatre expense administration

• Consultations administration

• HR and materiel rotation management
• Demobilisation and reconciliation
management

SAP’s enterprise business platform for defence offers complete integration and addresses a defence
organization’s functional requirements – comprehensively and efficiently. The platform leverages breakthrough
technologies to drive value for defence organizations – the core and innovation technology is proven in delivering
value over the past 40 years, for more than 300 defence customers across the globe.
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Why SAP?

SAP’s Place in the Defence and Security Industry

67%

44
Of the world’s military forces run SAP and are
members of the SAP Defence Interest Group or the
International Defence Collaboration Council

A&D
Of All NATO Countries

300+ defence customers worldwide

19 of 28 NATO Countries
Run SAP

Multi-industry support on a single platform

• Three NATO agencies run SAP
• 230 customers in America
run SAP
• 70 customers in Europe, Middle
East, and Africa run SAP
• 15 customers in Asia Pacific and
Japan run SAP
• The United Nations runs SAP

Deep defence and security-specific capabilities
Embedded, preconfigured best practices for military
organisations
Clear industry roadmap
Source: SAP analysis of Forbes 2000 rankings (May 2013) and SAP customer
database as of May 2013
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Why SAP?

The Technological Advantage

SAP is at the centre of today’s technology revolution, developing solutions
and innovations that assists defence organisations in driving value and
delivering against outcomes. Some of technological reasons why more than
300 Defence customers (globally) choose SAP include:
• Security: The SAP platform provides military-grade security across all the
constituent layers in the technology stack
• Intuitive user interface: SAP offers a range of intuitive interaction and information
presentation features that facilitate swift user adoption. SAP’s presentation
features are optimised to suite a range of user-relevant interactions across the
spectrum of deployment options
• Business process enablement: SAP is built upon the SAP NetWeaver platform,
all natively integrated modules offer comprehensive service-oriented functionality
to support the definition and execution of customer-specific business processes
• Performance: SAP offers best-in-class processing performance upon our realtime in-memory appliance software (SAP HANA)
• Mobility: The SAP defence-specific solution offers deployment support
configurations for:
• Static in-country platforms (e.g. WAN/mainframe infrastructure)
• Synchronous or asynchronous connected servers (e.g. deployed server in
forward base)
• Mobile servers or PCs (on naval vessels or strategic lift aircraft)
• Mobile intra-facility device support (e.g. in hospitals or other large logistics
facilities)

Our inspiration: “We remain focused on the success of our
customers – they are at the heart of our ambitions. The passion of
SAP employees has brought amazing momentum…Our best-ever
financial results…Are testament to our strategic direction, our
customer orientation, and our world-class employees.”
Bill McDermott, CEO, SAP
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Next Steps

Next Steps

Delivering modernisation transformation will require
significant focus and executive commitment, along with
a business partnership with SAP to drive a successful
outcome.
SAP brings unparalleled experience and a strong track
record that will help the DOD to exploit opportunities for
value and internal efficiency.
Recommended next steps for the DOD transformation journey:
• Innovation workshop with DOD business and IT executives to align
high-priority value opportunities
• Deep-dive discovery sessions for each opportunity area to scope
requirements and programs for transformation and to craft
a solution roadmap
• Demo of specific solutions and functionalities

SAP and Matsei are committed to enabling a successful
transformation program for the DOD. We are looking forward
to growing the relationship and assisting the DOD to achieve
its priorities as per the defence review.
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www.sap.com/contactsap
SAP Statement of Confidentiality and Exceptions
The information in this presentation is confidential and proprietary to SAP
and may not be disclosed without the permission of SAP. This presentation
is not subject to your license agreement or any other service or subscription
agreement with SAP. SAP has no obligation to pursue any course of
business outlined in this document or any related presentation, or to
develop or release any functionality mentioned therein. This document, or
any related presentation and SAP's strategy and possible future
developments, products and or platforms directions and functionality are all
subject to change and may be changed by SAP at any time for any reason
without notice. The information in this document is not a commitment,
promise or legal obligation to deliver any material, code or functionality. This
document is provided without a warranty of any kind, either express or
implied, including but not limited to, the implied warranties of
merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, or non-infringement. This
document is for informational purposes and may not be incorporated into a
contract. SAP provides this information as guidance only to illustrate
estimated costs and benefits of the predicted delivery project. These
materials may be based upon information provided by you, information
provided by other companies and assumptions that are subject to change.
These materials present illustrations of potential performance and cost
savings, and do not guaranty future results, performance or cost savings.
SAP assumes no responsibility for errors or omissions in this document,
except if such damages were caused by SAP´s willful misconduct or gross
negligence.
All forward-looking statements are subject to various risks and uncertainties
that could cause actual results to differ materially from expectations.
Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these forward-looking
statements, which speak only as of their dates, and they should not be
relied upon in making purchasing decisions.

© 2014 SAP SE or an SAP affiliate company. All rights reserved. (08/14)
No part of this publication may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or for any purpose
without the express permission of SAP SE. The information contained herein may be changed
without prior notice.
Some software products marketed by SAP SE and its distributors contain proprietary software
components of other software vendors. National product specifications may vary.
These materials are provided by SAP SE and its affiliated companies (“SAP Group”) for informational
purposes only, without representation or warranty of any kind, and SAP Group shall not be liable for
errors or omissions with respect to the materials. The only warranties for SAP Group products and
services are those that are set forth in the express warranty statements accompanying such products
and services, if any. Nothing herein should be construed as constituting an additional warranty.
SAP and other SAP products and services mentioned herein as well as their respective logos are
trademarks or registered trademarks of SAP SE in Germany and other countries. Please see
http://www.sap.com/corporate-en/legal/copyright/ index.epx#trademark for additional trademark
information and notices.

